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Open Mind
upper interMediate

Reading
Read this article about the role of government 
in our well-being. Choose the correct option to 
complete each sentence. Choose A, B or C.

Can governments help us achieve a state of well-being, 
or should we be responsible for our own health and 
happiness? Can such things come only from within us, 
or can we be gently encouraged towards them by well-
chosen social policies?

One person who definitely feels that we can is 
psychologist Sadie McIntosh. While many people 
complain about what they call the ‘nanny state’ – the 
government taking responsibility for issues we should 
decide for ourselves – she thinks the state doesn’t go 
nearly far enough.

‘It’s not about forcing people to do things they don’t 
want to,’ she insists. ‘It’s more about supporting them to 
make the best decisions. And when we’re in the middle 
of a particular situation, we’re not always best placed to 
make the right judgment.’

McIntosh believes that one of the things that prevents 
us doing what is best for ourselves is that we’re 
surrounded by media images that give us an unrealistic 
idea of what our lives should be like. Take marriage, 
for instance. There’s such a focus on passion in the 
media that if we lose that, we feel we have failed and 
often want to give up. But, McIntosh would argue, the 
security and contentment that come with a long-term 
relationship should be valued just as highly.

And that’s where she says the government could step 
in. If people could see practical benefits from marriage, 
for example tax reductions or increased child benefits 
for the children of married parents, they would be more 
likely to stay together, and therefore – she says – more 
likely to have a happy life in the long run.

Donald Greenhalgh of the group ‘Positive Minds, 
Positive Lives’ agrees with part of what McIntosh says, 
but he is strongly opposed to using financial measures 
in this way. ‘I would like to see government help focused 
on education and support,’ he says. ‘If they could 
provide more help and advice for people when they 
come up against problems in their lives, I’m optimistic 
that we’d end up with a stronger, happier society.’

Listening
Listen to James and Michael discussing 
James’ problems with his girlfriend. Are the 
sentences below true, false, or is there not 
enough information to be sure? Choose A, B 
or C.

0 James thinks he may stop going out with Rachel.
A True B False C Not enough information

1 Rachel’s boss won’t allow her to take time off work.
A True B False C Not enough information

2 James doesn’t work as many hours as Rachel.
A True B False C Not enough information

3 Rachel is jealous of the guests at her hotel.
A True B False C Not enough information

4 Michael thinks Rachel should spend more time doing 
things she enjoys.
A True B False C Not enough information

5 James thinks he’ll be able to make Rachel appreciate 
the good things she already has.
A True B False C Not enough information
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0 In a nanny state, the government   for 
its citizens.
A makes a lot of laws
B makes a lot of decisions
C provides a lot of money and services

1 Sadie McIntosh thinks that people can’t make good 
decisions about things  .
A they have experienced
B they see their friends experiencing
C they are experiencing

2 She believes that if we base our ideas on what we 
see and read in the media, we can  .
A focus on the wrong things
B feel that we will never be successful
C think that everyone else’s life is better than ours

3 She believes that people would be more likely to 
stay married  .
A if they valued each other
B if they were more passionate
C if it made them richer

4 Donald Greenhalgh thinks that the government 
  in influencing well-being.

A currently plays a role
B should have a role
C shouldn’t have a role

5 He believes that education and support would help 
people to  .
A deal with life’s problems
B be happier
C stay married

Writing
Write a thank you note. It can be a real or 
imagined situation.


